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About us?
Centhylon is a company dedicated to scent marketing and the production and sale 
of aromatic products of excellence for companies and the home.

Our fragrances are elaborated with base of essential oils using �rst quality essences, 
formulated with base of natural and noble materials.

In its manufacture, the origins of the raw materials are respected to the maximum and 
they are developed with processes of maximum demand.

Scent Marketing for your business.
Improve the satisfaction of your customers.
The aromas positively in�uence the behavior of people, since the smell is connec-
ted to the limbic system, where memories and emotions are found, creating a direct 
sensory connection between brands and consumers.

The smell is perceived immediately and it remains in the memory of the consumer 
for a long time.

Smell is the only sense that does not pass through �lters, since it is processed direct-
ly in the brain, so its action is direct and immediate.
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Hotels

Gyms

Clothes 
shops

Clinics

The use of aromas is a powerful tool to create an authentic and lasting 
experience in the memory of the customer and a tool to revalue the 
products and services of the brand.

O�ces, receptions, catering, car dealerships, 

and a host of other sectors ...
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The correct choice of a distinctive aroma is essential, since it is essential 
to link the fragrance with the ideals that the brand aims to transmit and 
the objective typology of the users, thus creating an emotional bond be-
tween both of them.

When the customer has been repeatedly exposed to the fragrance of a 
brand, he will recognize it easily. People remember an aroma with 65% 
accuracy after one year.

Scent marketing represents the art of fusing a fragrance with a brand and its cus-
tomers. It represents a fundamental part of the identity of a company since 75% of 
our emotions are a�ected by smell.

A scent directly in�uences our behavior and can remind us of memories instantly. 

Olfactory marketing combined with other marketing techniques will establish a 
lasting connection between a brand and its users.
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Professional Fragrances Di�users.
For small and large spaces.
At Centhylon we have a wide range of professional aroma di�users.
Of elegant and minimalist design, they will combine very well with any decoration. 
Nebucent nebulizer fragrance di�users are ideal for aromatizing from small to large 
spaces in a silent, homogeneous and clean way.

A dry fragrance mist will spread e�ectively and continuously throughout the room, 
creating a pleasant and sophisticated atmosphere.

The Nebucent aroma di�users can operate autonomously or by using air 
conditioning ducts. 

Easy to use Daily timer to adapt to your needs.
They spread a very volatile dry mist that will expand homogeneously and conti-
nuously throughout the room.

IIdeal for perfuming clothing stores, hotels, o�ces, gyms, clinics, homes, etc.
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Fragrance di�users Nebucent Little. 
Large di�users for small spaces.
The aroma di�users Nebucent Little allow us to perfume small spaces with the same 
technology used for professional frafrances di�users for large spaces.

You can schedule several daily schedules and each day independently, as well as 
the intensity of the aroma. This allows us to adapt the operation of the di�user to 
our schedules.
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Nebucent 100 and Nebucent 200 fragrance di�users.
The aroma di�users Nebucent100 and Nebucent200 are the most used for the aro-
matization of medium and large spaces.

Their avant-garde design and low sound level make them the best solution for per-
fuming spaces.

Its nebulization system creates a nanoparticle mist that expands homogeneously 
and constantly, keeping the rooms perfumed for long periods of time.
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Nebucent100:
Dimensions: 
210*230*62 mm.
Weight: 
2.35Kg.
Consumption: 
0,1 ml/h - 0,7 ml/h.
Coverage: 
100 m2 - 300 m3 - 10500 ft3.

Nebucent200:
Dimensions: 

230*300*90 mm.
Weight: 
3.85Kg.

Consumption: 
0,3 ml/h - 1,6 ml/h.

Coverage: 
200 m2 - 600 m3 - 21000 ft3.
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Professional Aroma Di�users.
Perfumes large spaces with the professional fragrance di�users 
Nebucent.
The �rst impression is the one that matters the most, and with an appropriate 
aroma we will make it positive for your clients, creating a powerful link between 
them and your brand. Scent marketing helps your customers stay longer in the 
sales space and makes the shopping experience more pleasant.

Olfactory marketing represents an excellent channel of communication since a 
fragrance has a power of evocation greater than other sensory stimuli. It helps us to 
awaken memories and emotions and favors the loyalty of users with a brand.

The use of a fragrance for your business represents a marketing strategy with origi-
nality and e�ectiveness, overcoming other stimuli such as visual or auditory.

In Centhylon we o�er you fragrances di�users that can work autonomously or 
through air conditioning pipes.
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In Centhylon you can �nd di�users that can cover 30m2 to 3000m2. The aroma 
di�users by nebulization for air conditioning, allows us to perfume large areas such 
as shopping centers, restaurants, gyms and many other sectors.

Applying scent marketing in your business represents elevating it to the next level. 
The incorporation of an fragrance represents a sensorial experience for your clients 
that is very powerful and positive and this makes your brand obtain a competitive 
advantage with respect to the companies in your sector.
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The dosing pump is installed in the ventilation systems to act as a di�user of 
fragrances and perfumes. It is characterized by its ease of connection in air conditio-
ning ducts, easy maintenance and application. It is equipped with a regulation 
system to control the intensity that is desired.

The automatic fragrance di�user is designed to o�er a constantly fresh and las-
ting aroma. Perfect for scenting waiting rooms, o�ces, shops, receptions and 
home among many other spaces. You can regulate both the operating hours 
and their intensity.
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Professional home fragrance spray.
The home fragrances of natural fragrances and those that remember the most 
famous perfumes, bring distinction and personality to our rooms, activating our 
senses and in�uencing us positively, providing us with energy and satisfaction.

Each space needs a speci�c aroma. Our fragrances create unique and comforta-
ble environments.
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Fragrances available.
In centhylon we have the largest range of fragrances in Europe for home fragran-
ces and aroma di�users for professional and home spaces, currently exceeding 
one hundred.

Among them are the natural ones, which are composed of woody aromas, fruit, 
�oral, reproductive, among many others.

And the range of fragrances that recall the best known perfumes, which create 
spaces that awaken sensations, with a personal character, characteristic and 
exclusive entity.

Marine 
Water

Amber 
Vanilla

Ambere
Gourmand

Orange 
Blossom

Bamboo Tropical 
Banana

Baby Roses 
Bouquet

Coffee Stick 
Cinnamon

Cinnamon 
Orange

Cedars 
Sandalwood

Sweet 
Cherry

Chewing 
gum of 

strawberry 

Cire 
Trudon

Citronella Chocolate 
With 

Hazelnuts

Clove and 
Nutmeg

Malasya 
Coconut

Odor 
Eliminator 

Cotton Flower

Smell 
Eliminator 

Talcum

Excitrus Freshness 
Explosion 

Bergamote 
and Vanilla
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NATURAL FRAGRANCES



English 
Strawberry

Red 
Fruits

Floral Cookies 
Bakery

Tonka Bean 
& Bergamot

Freshly 
Cut Grass

Verdal 
Fig

Hypo
allergenic

Home Jasmine French 
Lavander

Mexican 
Lemon

Oud 
Wood

Woods 
Tahiti

Mango 
Julie

Carameli-
zed Apple

Green 
Apple

Middle 
East

Spicata 
Mint

MojitoHoney Wild 
Blackberries

Red 
Musk

Orange 
Cedar

OrientalTuberose Gummy 
Bears

Oud &
Leather

freshly 
Baked Bread

Cake 

Pure
Cotton

Relaxing Ritual Roses & 
Orange 
Blossom

Sensations White 
Tea

Green 
Tea

Vanilla
Black

Pompon 
Vanilla

Velvet Green 
Vetiver

Ylang &
Jasmine
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Aroma library. More than 1000 formulated Fragrances.
In Centhylon we have more than 100 fragrances in di�erent formats, in spray, auto-
matic di�user and for fragrances di�users. 

We also have more than 1000 aroma formulations that we can produce on request.  

Here are some of them.:

Pop Corn Pizza Coca Cola Leather Firewood Wet Earth
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Increase sales in your business with Centhylon fragrances.
A pleasant fragrance creates a direct link with the perception of the quality of 
the products. 

Scent marketing research shows that customers remember better a brand and create 
loyalty when they perceive a pleasant fragrance in the sales space.

Centhylon professional fragrances bring distinction and personality to your stays, 
activating our senses and in�uencing us positively, providing us with energy and 

satisfaction.

Each space needs a speci�c aroma. Our fragrances create unique and comfortable 
environments.
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Home fragrances that remember the best perfumes of man and woman.

Remember to
Armani Acqua

Remember to
Calvin klein One

Remember to
Chanel Nº5

Remember to
DKNY Delicius

Remember to
Coco Chanel
Remember to
D&G The One

Remember to
Ángel Thierry Mugler

Remember to
Mont Blanc Emblem

Remember to
Tartine&Chocolat

Remember to
Tous Kids

Male fragrances

Female fragrances

Children's  fragrances

Remember to
Amor Amor Cacharel

Remember to
D&G Light Blue

Home fragrances that remembers your favorite perfumes.
Centhylon has a wide collection of home fragrances that will remind you of 
the most popular ones on the market. Its resemblance to fashion perfumes 
and its high durability in the environment make these perfume fresheners a 
high quality product.

Remember to
Abercrombie & Fitch Fierce
Remember to
Bvlgari Aqua
Remember to
Calvin Klein Eternity
Remember to
Cool Water
Remember to
Hugo Boss
Remember to
Massimo Dutti
Remember to
Royale Ambree
Remember to
Scalpers

Remember to
Bvlgari Pour Homme

Remember to
Carolina Herrera

Remember to
Hollister So Cal

Remember to
J P Gaultier Le male

Remember to
Paco Rabanne Invictus

Remember to
Sauvage Christian Dior

Remember to
Terre D’Hermès

Remember to
Tommy Hilfiger Remember to

Terre D’Hermès

Remember to
Issey Miyake
Remember to
Miguel Berbel

Remember to
Narciso Rodríguez for Her 
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Odotype creation - Scent marketing for companies.
Centhylon o�ers you the possibility to create your own exclusive aroma through a 
brie�ng and aromatic test. Subsequently, complementary products can be develo-
ped, such as perfumes or customized aromatic products for sale or promotions.

A personalized fragrance reinforces your corporate identity and sets you apart 
from the competition.
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Audio - Visual Marketing.
Auditory and visual marketing helps us to convey the identity of a brand through 
images, music and verbal messages. It is an emotional way of reaching the consu-
mer, creating a deep connection between the two. 

Centhylon o�ers you a complete auditory and visual marketing service. You can 
bene�t from a wide range of thematic channels, to adapt the musical thread to your 
brand and product. The personalized wedges are produced in a professional studio 
with voices of professional speakers and in several languages. 

From your computer you can easily manage the di�erent channels and persona-
lized advertising spots. 
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Remover of bad smells.
An unpleasant smell represents a debugging image for a business.

At home and in a public space, a pleasant smell is of the utmost importance.

Discover the Centhylon air fresheners that help you remove bad smells from your 
business to your home.
 
Ozone generators Technology to remove bad smells.
The ozone generator removes almost 99% of allergic agents such as bacteria, viru-
ses and fungi. Ozonizers are a solution to eliminate smells like smoke, food, tobacco, 
moisture and others, and are perfect for industrial, commercial and domestic use.

The Ozone is a powerful oxidant, and is a highly e�ective cleaning procedure, which 
also does not pollute, and is respectful with the environment.
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          Our values :
• Excellence

           In our products and services.

• Integrity. 

           Meet the expectations created by our customers.

• Clarity. 
           Honesty as a company foundation.

• Trust. 
 Create connections that strengthen future relationships.

•          Create value. 
           Providing success to our clients' project.

CONTACT 

CENTHYLON

Pl. Joan Serrats, 3

Tel: +34 933425586

info@centhylon.com

08760 - Martorell - Spain


